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Embrace your 
individuality with a
finish as unique as you.
The products we choose to have in our 
home help define us. They are unique and 
act as an extension of our personality.

Shadow is a bespoke finish that embodies 
individuality and serves as an aesthetic 
extension of who you are.

Shadow is unlike any other tapware finish. 
Its depth of colour, light capturing nature, 
and reflective properties make Shadow 
truly remarkable, just like you.



Experiences with meaning
A FINISH AS UNIQUE AS YOU

A bespoke finish that embodies individuality, ensuring Shadow is as unique 
as you. Shadow has been crafted with depth that perfectly pairs with 
stone, timber, natural elements, and concrete. Combining a striking blend 
of charcoal grey and rustic blue, Shadow produces a sophisticated look 
unlike anything else.

DESIGN VERSATILITY

Have confidence to bring your design vision to life. Shadow adds an 
intensity while remaining familiar, making it incredibly versatile. Set an 
aesthetic tone and create a mood that provides visual excitement by 
incorporating Shadow in modern, classic or on trend designs like 
Hamptons Coastal, Farmhouse Rustic or Modern Minimalist.

PERFECT PAIRINGS

Strive for ambitious designs and cohesive results in the bathroom, 
kitchen, and powder room by pairing Shadow tapware with Lavello steel 
sinks and basins. Incorporate natural materials like marble, Terrazzo, 
and timber to create a statement finish when paired with luxurious 
fixtures and finishes to complete a bespoke look.

SUSTAINABILITY

The Shadow finish is applied to our tapware using a state-of-the-art PVD 
coating that has a six month development process which ensures a perfect 
finish for each item. The low waste and highly sustainable process ensures 
market leading durability and a lasting colour finish for your tapware.

HASSLE FREE CLEANING

The Shadow finish was designed to ensure an easy to clean process, giving 
you more time to enjoy your home. Simply use a soft microfibre cloth with 
warm soapy water to keep your tapware as perfect as the day you unboxed 
it. As a bonus, the hassle-free cleaning process ensures you avoid using 
environmentally damaging chemicals and abrasive cleaning materials.



Scan the QR code to view 
the full Shadow range.




